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Abstract. The aim of this work was to investigate the effect on a display gamut
of varying the optical density and the position of the maximum sensitivity of the
cones spectra of anomalous trichromatic observers. The anomalous cone
spectral sensitivities were estimated for a set of varying optical density and
maximum sensitivity spectra conditions and used to compute the display color
gamut. The computed display gamut simulated for normal observers the chromatic diversity perceived by anomalous observers. It was found that even small
variations on the optical density and on the position of the maximum sensitivity
spectra have an impact on the simulations of the display gamut for anomalous
observers. It was also found that simulations for deuteroanomalous observers
are the ones with greater impact if the estimation of the corresponding color
display gamut is not carefully adjusted for the observer.
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1

Introduction

The chromatic diversity experienced by normal color vision observers encloses
millions of individually discernible colors [1]. These cones are sensitive to the long,
middle and small regions of the visible spectrum and are denominated L, M and Scones, respectively [2]. Anomalous trichromats observers still retain the functional
use of the three color sensors, but their spectral sensitivity by the means of a pigment
that is photosensitive to visible light is different from the normal color vision observer
on the M and L cones [3], [4] and are named deuteroanomalous and protoanomalous,
respectively. The differences in the spectral sensitivity of anomalous observers will
impair their color vision [5], [6] and might limit their ability to perform some tasks
[7]. This limitation is found to be the confusion of some colors that are identified
as different by normal color vision observers with a direct impact on color vision
perception [8], [9].
The simulation of anomalous color vision as perceived by normal observers is then
of valuable use when trying to ascertain anomalous colored vision perception, as by
doing so improvements to their color vision might be attempted [10], [11].
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This simulation is very dependent on the spectral sensitivity of the anomalous cones, the concentration of photopigment available at each individual class of cones (or
their optical density) and ocular media transparency [3], [8], [12]. Small variations on
each of these quantities will have an impact on anomalous color vision, which might
compromise proper color vision assessment by the means of computer color vision
tests [13].
The purpose of this work is to study how variations on the optical density and spectral sensitivity of anomalous cones impact the display color gamut simulated for normal observers as a perception of anomalous observers color vison. Simulations of
anomalous color vision were computed by fixating the anomalous spectral shift and by
independently varying the M or L cones optical density or by fixating the optical density of the M and L cones and varying their spectral position. In each case the simulation
of the display color gamut was estimated and its area in CIE 1976 UCS [14] computed
as a measurement of the chromatic impact in anomalous color vision. The results obtained here seem to show that each condition variation affects at least 20% on the simulated gamut, amount that can be around 70% in some extreme conditions.

2

Methods

2.1

General Estimation of the Anomalous Cone Spectral Sensitivity Curve

The method used to estimate the anomalous cone sensitivities to simulate for normal
observers the colors perceived by anomalous observers was the one described elsewhere [3]: a normal cone spectral sensitivity curve estimated at the cornea [2] was
used as template. Average normal observer lens and macular pigment absorption
spectra [3] were used to estimate the spectral sensitivity at the retina [15]. The cone
photopigment optical density was then corrected for self-screening assuming the original maximum optical (ODmax) and converted into wavenumber to ensure that the
wavelength shift was shape independent [16]. The shift was then produced as desired.
To reconstruct the anomalous spectral sensitivity curve at the cornea the reversed
process was used: the shifted spectrum was converted into wavelength, corrected for
self screening and for lens and macular pigment absorption. All computations were
done in quantal. Whenever conversion from energy to quantal was needed energy data
was divided by its corresponding wavelength.
2.2

Estimating Protoanomalous Spectral Sensitivity Curve

Three assumptions were made to estimate the protoanomalous (L’) spectral sensitivity
curve:
1. M cone was used as template and MODmax was used to compensate for self screening;
2. After shifting the M cone spectral sensitivity spectra towards longer wavelengths
the self screening was compensated using the normal LODmax to obtain anomalous
L cone sensitivity spectra or L’;
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3. The amplitude of the L’ cone spectral sensitivity was assumed to be equal to the
normal L cone.
Using these three assumptions, the L’ anomalous cone spectral sensitivity was estimated by:
(a) Fixating the spectral shift in 10 nm and the MODmax to 0.3 and vary the LODmax
from 0.3 to 0.5 in 0.01 steps;
(b) Fixating the spectral shift in 10 nm and the LODmax to 0.4 and vary the MODmax
from 0.2 to 0.4 in 0.01 steps;
(c) Fixating the LODmax to 0.4 and the MODmax to 0.3 and vary the spectral shift
towards longer wavelength from 5 to 15 nm in 0.5 nm steps;
2.3

Estimating Deuteroanomalous Spectral Sensitivity Curve

Three assumptions were made to estimate the deuteroanomalous (M’) spectral sensitivity curve:
4. L cone was used as template and LODmax was used to compensate for self screening;
5. After shifting the L cone spectral sensitivity spectra towards shorter wavelengths
the self screening was compensated using the normal MODmax to obtain anomalous
M cone sensitivity spectra or M’;
6. The amplitude of the M’ cone spectral sensitivity was assumed to be equal to the
normal M cone.
Using these three assumptions, the M’ anomalous cone spectral sensitivity was
estimated by:
(d) Fixating the spectral shift in 6 nm and the MODmax to 0.3 and vary the LODmax
from 0.3 to 0.5 in 0.01 steps;
(e) Fixating the spectral shift in 6 nm and the LODmax to 0.4 and vary the MODmax
from 0.2 to 0.4 in 0.01 steps;
(f) Fixating the LODmax to 0.4 and the MODmax to 0.3 and vary the spectral shift
towards shorter wavelength from 2 to 10 nm in 0.5 nm steps;
2.4

Estimating the Display Color Gamut

The three phosphors of a CRT monitor (Sony Trinitron GDM-F520, Sony Corp.,
Japan) were measured using a calibrated telespectroradiometer (PR-650 SpectraScan
Colorimeter; Photo Research, Chatsworth, CA). The stimulus was presented in the
display by using a video display card (ViSaGe Visual Stimulus Generator; Cambridge
Research Systems, Rochester, Kent, UK) to power each phosphor individually at its
maximum intensity. The measured spectral radiance was then converted into CIE 1976
UCS chromaticity coordinates [14] assuming each cone sensitivity spectra estimated in
(a) to (f). The CIE 1931 standard observer was assumed on all estimations [14].
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The CIE 1976 UCS chromaticity coordinates were then used to estimate the triangular
color gamut. The area occupied by it was estimated by using a convex hull algorithm
available in MatLab (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, United States of America) which
is based on the Qhull algorithm [17]. The estimated area was then normalized to its
maximum to estimate the variations on the color gamut across the (a) to (f) conditions.

Fig. 1. Protoanomalous and deuteroanomalous spectral sensitivity curves obtained assuming
the conditions described in (c) as (1) and in (f) as (2), respectively. (3) and (4) represent the
corresponding display color gamut assuming the same conditions. For easier reading only the
extreme (blue and black lines) and the middle (red line) of the conditions tested are represented.

3

Results

Figure 1 represents as an example of the estimated spectral sensitivity curves the protoanomalous (1) and deuteroanomalous (2) spectral sensitivity curves obtained assuming the conditions described in (c) and (f), respectively. Also represented are the
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corresponding display color gamut for protoanomalous (3) and deuteroanomalous (4)
observers. For clarity only the extreme and middle conditions are represented. Actual
estimations were computed from 5 nm to 15 nm in 0.5 nm steps for protoanomalous
and from 2 nm to 10 nm in 0.5 nm steps for deuteroanomalous.

Fig. 2. Top panel represents the variations on computer color gamut area for a protoanomalous
observer, assuming conditions (a) as a black line and (b) as a red line. Bottom left panel
represents the same variations for the deuteroanomalous, assuming conditions (d) as a red line
and (e) as a black line. Bottom right panel shows both observers and same variations as previously described varying only the peak sensitivity of the anomalous cone, assuming conditions
(c) as a red line and (f) as a black line.

Figure 2 represents the estimated variations in display color gamut area for all the
conditions tested from (a) to (f). The top panel represents the protoanomalous observer with fixed shifted sensitivity peak at 10 nm and independent variations on the
LODmax (black line) and MODmax (red line), normalized to its maximum. It was found
that the maximum variation of the display color gamut between extreme conditions
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was of 15% in both cases. Bottom left panel represents the deuteroanomalous observer with fixed shifted peak sensitivity at 6 nm and independent variations on the
MODmax (black line) and LODmax (red line), normalized to its maximum. It was found
that the maximum variation between extreme conditions was of 30% in both cases.
The bottom right panel represents the protoanomalous (black line) and deuteroanomalous (red line) observers with fixed MODmax and LODmax and varying the shifted
peak sensitivity as described in condition (c) and (f), respectively. It was found that
the maximum variation between the extreme conditions was of 59% for the protoanomalous observer and of 71% for the deuteroanomalous observer.

4

Discussion and Conclusions

As observed elsewhere [8], [12], varying the optical densities or the position of the
maximum spectral sensitivity of the anomalous cone can impact the perceived color
vision simulations. The results presented here show that such findings can be express
in terms of a display color gamut and estimated in terms of its occupied area. The
same magnitude of variations on LODmax or MODmax seems to affect more deuteroanomalous rather than protoanomalous observers. Despite these variations the major
effect comes from varying the peak of maximum spectral sensitivity, affecting more
the deuteroanomalous observers. Such effects on deuteroanomalous observers might
be explained by the higher proximity of the normal L cone and the anomalous M’
cone (only 6 nm apart, in average) than in protoanomalous observers where the normal M cone and the anomalous L’ cone are separated by 10 nm in average. All computations assumed that the estimated display gamut represented for a normal observer
the color gamut perceived by the anomalous observer.
The data presented here are consistent with those presented elsewhere [12] with
chromatic diversity increasing with increase ODmax variations and decreasing with
increasing ODmax in protoanomalous and deuteranomalous observers, repectively.
These results seem to indicate that the simulation of deuteroanomalous observers
color vision might have a greater impact if the tested assumptions are not carefully
adjusted.
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